
Robins U12 Red 3-0 FC Salisbury Utd
18th September 2016

Scorers:
Will 37 (pen)
Sam 53, 58

Players of the Match:
Sonny James

Zak Rawlins

Salisbury and Newbury were both new to the N Wilts League last season and they were both a breath of fresh
air. In what was already a strong competitive league, especially at the higher levels, they raised the bar that bit
higher to the great benefit of the league as a whole, and the teams playing against them who all had to raise
their games accordingly.

We had some great games against them last season and this is one of the first fixtures you look out for when
the list is published so an exciting game was in prospect between two good sides. And it didn't disappoint, with
some excellent  football  from both teams right  from the off,  Salisbury coming firing out  of  the blocks and
pressing us back into our own half for much of the opening exchanges. However, despite the pressure, a solid
back line of Sonny, Zak and Teddy, ably shielded by Tom and Jowan, held firm and were quick to close down
Salisbury's attacks, giving them half chances at best. On the flanks, Captain Noah was putting in a great shift
down the left, while Morgan, returning from injury, was a proper live wire down the right – you'd not know he'd
been out for a few weeks as he drove down the wing or cut inside looking to create an opening. 

Wilesy was ploughing  a lone furrow up front,  but although he was largely feeding off scraps, he worked
tirelessly to create space, provide an out ball and generally prove a proper nuisance to the Salisbury back line.
Roughly half way into the 1st half disaster struck as Teddy limped off with “a bit of a hammy” - not a great game
to lose one of the best right backs in the area so early on! But today was all about the players putting in a shift
for the team, and up stepped Alan to fill the gap, and very ably he did so too.

We defended solidly and played some nice football going forward, creating some decent half chances at least
but it's fair to say Salisbury were probably on top for periods of the first half and it required some excellent
defending from the whole team to fend them off. Special mention to Sonny who time and again glided in,
seemingly effortlessly, to shut down an attacker who seemed to be clean through and then didn't just clear his
lines but usually played a killer pass into the attack or drove the ball out of the back himself. And also to his
partner in crime Zak, read the game well and some brilliantly timed last-ditch tackles. One in particular as he
raced against a pacey Salisbury attacker into our area but seemed too late to stop the inevitable strike until he
went to ground, taking the ball cleanly in a breathtaking tackle so well timed that Sekonda have been in touch
to buy the rights for it!

It seems to be a bit of a pundit's (and fan's) cliché these days that the art of tackling and/or defending is a
dying art in the modern game – anyone who thinks that should come and see Sonny and Zak at work, these
two delivered a masterclass. Thanks in large part to not just their efforts, but also some great saves from
Chivs, and some very good work in soaking up a lot of pressure and breaking down attacks from Tom and
Jowan, we went into the break with the scorer untroubled. We'd done well to soak up the pressure, we'd made
some promising attacks of our own, keep it going and more of the same second half please lads, but can we
perhaps try to cause them a few more problems as well as fending them off?

Two players who doesn't need any second bidding when it comes to causing the opposition a few problems
are Will and Josh and it was great play from both that led to breaking the deadlock. Josh brought the ball out
of the back (and great work from Morgan covering him so he could surge forward – again, that awareness and
team spirit that was so important in this game), and drove down the right, one quick look up and a terrific ball
threaded in between the Salisbury defence for Will to run on to, a lovely delivery and one that Will was taking
full advantage of as he looked to round the onrushing keeper. Left with little choice, the keeper panicked and
brought him down – penalty! So, a very close game between two of the best teams in the league, it's your
home debut and you've got the chance to score, or miss, the penalty that can break the deadlock and may
even decide the game. Pressure? Will doesn't know the meaning of the word, nerves of steel as he calmly
stepped up, told the keeper to get back on his line and buried a great penalty in the corner of the net.

So first blood to us, but now we had something to hold on to, a lead to protect. Would the lads let nerves get to
them as Salisbury redoubled their attacks in an effort to restore parity? No, not a bit of it, they defended calmly
and solidly, they attacked quickly on the break, all the while working hard for each other as a team and playing
some very good football. As, indeed, were Salisbury, both sides producing an absolute cracker of a game –
supporters who'd come to watch the adult game on the next pitch turned their backs on it to watch our two
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teams battle it out instead because “this is real class”.

We really had to work hard to hold on to the lead but the lads were determined not to let the advantage slip
and this period produced some real crowd-pleasing moments. First Chivs showed Neuer how to do it, coming
out his box to receive a pass to relieve the pressure on his defence, then skilling his way round the onrushing
Salisbury striker before laying a pass out wide to start our attack, if Joe Hart had learned how to do this a bit
better, he might still be in Manchester rather than Turin. Although put like that …. Chivs showed he's no slouch
at the more traditional goalkeeping skills either when he went “full salmon” to turn an absolute thunderbolt of a
strike onto the post and away to keep our slender lead intact.

It wasn't all backs against the wall defending and we saw plenty of good work on the counter, our midfield
engine room of Tom and Jowan always looking to pick open any half gaps in the Salisbury midfield or back line
and plenty of attacking options with Wilesy up front and Will and Lew on either flank. Inevitably as the game
wore on, Salisbury got ever more desperate to find the equaliser and committed more players forward which is
a dangerous game to play with those 3 in attack. And so it proved as, with less than 10 minutes left, Lewis
broke strongly down the right  flank,  looked up,  saw Wilesy willing to take a gamble and played the very
definition of a killer pass through the Salisbury defence for Wilesy to run onto. Wilesy still had work to do
though and he did it very very well, taking it wide to slice it back across the face of goal beyond a flailing
keeper. “To be fair, that was pretty much unplayable” was heard to come from the Salisbury supporters and, to
be fair, they were spot on.

Salisbury heads were dropping now, and understandably so, they'd worked their socks off all game, produced
some fantastic football and were entitled to be bewildered that after so much very good play they were 2-0
down. But Lew and Wilesy weren't done with them yet and with 2 minutes left on the clock they killed off any
lingering Salisbury hopes as Lew again fed Wilesy for a 3rd in pretty much a carbon copy of the 2nd.

This was one of those games of football that whatever your allegiances or the result, you're just delighted to
have had the privilege of watching it. Both teams are extremely good and both played some excellent football
to produce a game of,  as the spectators on the next pitch put  it,  “real class”.  We love playing Salisbury,
because they're an excellent team and we always learn from them. Today's lesson was “the sum of the whole
is greater than the parts” - the parts (players) are already good, but as a team, when they all play together and
dig deep to play to the top of their game, they are magnificent. 
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